
introducing the new sizing industry



problem —
no size is the same.

For majority of women, pants shopping specifically jeans shopping is a battle. It 
is rare that a size 8 in one store is the same size 8 in another. For women, society 
trains everyone to imagine a woman a certain way. This “certain way” being a 
size 0 or size 16. Society has tried to get away from being a size 0 to changing it 
to a size 16. However, every single woman’s body is di�erent. Women are unique 
and beautiful in their own way, why should we look down upon our di�erences?

Forcing women to look a certain way or feel the pressure of how you are 
“supposed to look” has created women to have negative body image about 
themselves as well as feel they are not good enough.



how can young adult women shoppers feel confident 
and comfortable shopping in store when stores have 

di�erent measurements for their clothing sizes?

question



research —
A�er conducting a survey of women ranging between the ages of 18-27, majority on social, 
but some face to face. There are a few pull out quotes that stood out. Many of women have 
the same problem when clothes shopping because it is so common for stores and companies 
to create a target audience of who they want to wear their products. However women can 
never find the right fit for jeans!

With the research I’ve conducted as well as interviewee stories, majority of women have the 
same problem. They go looking for jeans or pants and it never fits right. Every company makes 
their fit for their target audience of people who they want to represent their brand, in other 
words this is vanity sizing. However, because of vanity sizing and having certain body types in 
the spotlight of society, this causes women to have negative body image about themselves.



user feedback —
A�er creating a few low fidelity examples of my 
touchpoints I was able to get helpful user feedback:

branding: needs to be more purposeful and 
more empowering rather than arbitrary legs. 
Want something that has not been seen before.

campaign: needs to send more of a message 
rather than asking about the company, so what 
is the company? what the company stands for.

website: too much going on, very in 
your face as soon as you get on to 
the homepage, less of an impact.



I can never find jeans that fit both my waist and legs. 
I’m convinced they do not exist.

I mostly feel bad about myself a�er shopping for jeans.

I always have to pick up three di�erent sizes to try on 
because of the di�erent cuts of companies.

Even the jeans I do have don’t completely fit properly.



Cassandra DiSantos

goals frustrations

meet

Cassandra is a recent college graduate with a degree in communications with a concentration in 
public relations. She is currently working an 8-5 job. She lives in New City, NY, however she lived abroad, 
specifically London for studying abroad with traveling across Europe. Cass tries to go to the gym to stay 
in shape because she feels like it something she “has” to do. She is social and loves hanging out with 
her friends and family. With traveling she likes to feel good about herself especially when she goes to 
fashionable cities. She regularly travels into Manhattan for play and works in Westchester. She loves 
cities, especially fashion meccas like London and New York.

Cass is constantly struggles with shopping. Whenever she goes shopping it is most of the time some sort 
of ordeal. She feels that mostly, she window shops because she does not want to have to go through 
the frustration of trying things on and it not working out. Normally, she has certain stores where she 
knows the fit of the clothes, so she constantly keeps going back. Cass likes to shop in person because 
she never knows what size she will be if she orders online. She loves shopping but it is a struggle for her, 
so she really does not think anything of it because that’s just “how it is” because all companies have 
their own cut and sizes.

• all clothing stores size things di�erently
• negative body image, from not fitting

• find clothes that fit her well
• not feel bad about herself a�er shopping 
• know what size she is



as-is —

By seeing Cassandra’s frustrations, it brought me 
to think of the fashion industry in a di�erent way. 
There are endlessly possibilities to revise the 
sizing, whether it be with no numbers or make a 
singular store with having di�erent sizing. 
However, I wanted this intervention to have an 
impact on all women and have all women be 
comfortable and confident shopping.



user journey —





branding

low fi —

When a woman walking by looks at DIO, she should 
feel empowered, confident and proud to be who 
she is. So, at first the brand was the most important.



campaign website

low fi —



branding

hi fi —

DIO means Dance It Out. 

Shopping is supposed to be a fun experience, so why do women dread it?! - 
especially jean shopping. Whenever women, try on pants, most of the time 
there needs to be a little dance in order to get your pants to fit just right. 

Dance It Out is supposed to remind women to have fun while you shop.



branding: logo + usage + colors

hi fi —

#�2478

#25b1ef#6610f2 #4d4d4d

#���#06d6a0

logo + usage: Logo acts both as mark and primary 
logo used on both print and digital platforms. Logo 
is either in black or in o� white color. Counterspaces 
will have colors. When only shown in o� white, will 
always have a separate color in counterspaces.

color palette: Each color is used purposefully, 
while the gray is only used with text. Each color 
is used with its corresponding lighter shades.



branding: imagery 

hi fi —

Imagery is composed of feminine body parts having their 
own imperfections within. All four patterns are only used as 
seen here. It is used as accents throughout touchpoints as 
well as main focus of the campaign.



branding: typography + usage

hi fi —

Subheader

Body copy

headerAgent Regular

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Pro Bold

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Pro Book

SUBHEADER

BODY COPY

Use Agent for display headers, either one word or 
few words to have a call out primarily lower case.

Use ITC Avant Garde Gothic Pro Bold for 
subtitles on campaign and on the website.

Use ITC Avant Garde Gothic Pro Book for body copy on 
printed and digital platforms secondary information.



branding: language + tone

hi fi —

empowering • whimsical •confident

What’s your DIO?

Let’s be the perfect imperfect

Love the body you are in

Your body, your happiness, your dio

Di�erent is good

Be unapologetically you



waist 
measurement 

hip 
measurement inseam profile 

questions

length

22 | LA

23 | LB

24 | LC

25 | LD

26 | LE

27 | LF

28 | LG

29 | LH

30 | LI

31 | LJ

32 | LK

33 | LL

34 | LM

35 | LN

36 | LO

37 | LP

38 | LQ

39 | LR

40 | LS

hip

25 | Z

26 | Y

27 | X

28 | W

29 | V

30 | U

31 | T

32 | S

33 | R

34 | Q

35 | P

36 | O

37 | N

38 | M

39 | L

40 | K

41 | J

42 | I

43 | H

44 | G

45 | F

46 | E

47 | D

48 | C

49 | B

50 | A

waist

20.0 | AB

20.5 | BC

21.0 | CD

21.5 | DE

22 .0| EF

22.5 | FG

23.0 | GH

23.5 | HI

24.0 | IJ

24.5 | JK

25.0 | KL

25.5 | LM

26.0 | MN

26.5 | NO

27.0 | OP

27.5 | PQ

28.0 | QR

28.5 | RS

29.0 | ST

29.5 | TU

30.0 | UV

30.5 | VW

31.0 | WX

31.5 | XY

32.0 | YZ

32.5 | ZA

33.0 | AC

33.5 | BD

34.0 | CE

34.5 | DF

35.0 | EG

35.5 | FH

36.0 | GI

36.5 | HJ

37.0 | IK

37.5 | KM

38.0 | LN

38.5 | MO

39.0 | NP

39.5 | OQ

40.0 | PR

example code:

#NOFLG



campaign

hi fi —



campaign

hi fi —



instagram —



website

hi fi —























kit

hi fi —

The user will receive your kit a�er you sign up for an account. The 
kit is a flat rate of $8, which the user pays during the sign up 
process. DIO encourages the user to remeasure themselves 
every few months because bodies constantly fluctuate

includes: welcome packet: how to measure, the basics
inspirational quotes
measuring tape
notepad
pen
tumbler cup

















labels



looking ahead —

get your code enter the store find your code in store try on wonderful fit lovely

In theory, this intervention would change the way that 
we shopped, so people would need to adapt to the 
way everything was laid out. To set the premise of this, 
there would be a mobile application to enhance your 
way through the store.

Use the code 
you were given 

from your 
completed 

profile

When you enter the 
store, you will see it is 

sectioned by the first two 
letters indictating, it is 
shopping by the waist 

measurement

Once it is each 
sectioned by the waist 

then it will go from hip to 
inseam, so if you forget 
your measurements or 

your code you can look 
at your app!

Easy fit! Check out ready!



The way society continues on is concerning; as a whole it is far from 
inclusive and positive. With DIO I truly believe that this system could 
become a reality. With more time and further investigation, it could 

change a shoppers experience. I am extremely proud of this project and 
passionate about this topic. I’m excited to continue further with it.

reflection

thank you.
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